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Question Bank for Multiple Choice Questions 

 

01 – Audio Fundamentals Marks:- 08 

Content of Chapter:- 

1.1 Basic characteristics of sound signal: level and loudness, pitch, frequency response, fidelity, sensitivity 

and selectivity. 

1.2 Audio Amplifiers: Mono, Stereo  

1.3 Microphone: working principle, and characteristics, Types: carbon, condenser, crystal, electrets and tie 

clips. 

1.4 Speakers: working principle and characteristics, Types: electrostatic, dynamic, permanent magnet etc. 

woofers, tweeter and mid range wireless  

1.5 Troubleshooting procedure. 

 

1)  Pitch of the sound depends upon 

 a) frequency       

 b) distance of sound       

 c) amplitude       

 d) temperature  

Answer: - Option a 

Explanation: - The faster the sound wave oscillates the higher pitch it will have. For example, on a guitar a big 

heavy string will vibrate slowly and create a low sound or pitch. 

 

2) People use the silent whistle to call dogs whose frequency lies between    

a) 15,000 Hz to 18,000 Hz        

b) 20,000 Hz to 25,000 Hz        

c)10,000 Hz to 15,000 Hz        

d) 30,000 Hz to 35,000 Hz        

Answer: - Option b 

Explanation: - People use the silent whistle to call dogs whose frequency lies between 20,000 Hz to 25,000 Hz 
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3) Mono signifies        

a) two sound sources, two channels, and two speaker systems      

b) one sound source, one channel, and one speaker system      

c) either (a) or (b)        

d) neither (a) nor (b)  

Answer: - Option b 

Explanation: - Mono loudspeaker signifies one sound source, one channel, and one speaker system 

              

4) A device which is used to convert spoken words into digital signal is called as   

a)Speaker        

b)Microphone        

c)Head Phone        

d) Voice-Recognition Device  

Answer: - Option b 

Explanation: - Microphone converts speech into electrical signal 

       

5) Loudspeaker changes_________ energy into sound energy.      

a) Chemical        

b) Electrical        

c)Light        

d)None of above  

Answer: - Option b 

Explanation: - Loudspeaker converts electrical signal into sound signal 

 

6) The smallest picture element is called a: 

a) dot 

b) pic 

c) pixel 

d) none of the above  

Answer: - Option c 

Explanation: - Pixel is smallest element in image or picture 

 

7) Microphone changes_________ energy into electrical energy.      

a) Chemical        

b) sound        

c) Light        

d) None of above  

Answer: - Option b 

Explanation: - Microphone converts speech into electrical signal 
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8) Crystal ribbon, dynamic and condenser are all types of: ------ 

A) microphones 

B) amplifiers 

C) equalizers 

D) speakers 

Answer: - Option A 

Explanation: - Microphone has types of Crystal ribbon, dynamic and condenser 

 

9) A woofer 

a) Is especially useful for reproducing the sounds of high frequency 

b) Is designed to handle short, intense bursts of sound. 

c) Should not be used with a graphic equalizer. 

d) Is designed to reproduce low-frequency sounds. 

Answer: - Option d 

Explanation: - A woofer is designed to reproduce low-frequency sounds in audio system. 

 

10)  Mono amplifier signifies 

a) two sound sources, two channels, and two speaker systems 

b) one sound source, one channel, and one speaker system 

c) either (a) or (b) 

d) neither (a) nor (b) 

Answer: - Option b 

Explanation: - Mono amplifier signifies one sound source, one channel, and one speaker system 

 

11)  What is the function of amplifier? 

[A] Amplify the signal 

[B] Reduce the signal 

[C] compress the signal 

[D] All of above 

Answer: - Option A 

Explanation: - The function of amplifier is amplifies weak signal. 

 

12) Mono amplifier consist of 

[A] One amplifier 

[B] One amplifier 

[C] One amplifier 

[D] One amplifier 

Answer: - Option A 

Explanation: - Mono means one. So Mono amplifier consist of one amplifier 
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13) Which of the following speaker has high frequency? 

[A] Woofer 

[B] Mid-range 

[C] Tweeter 

[D] None of above 

Answer: - Option C 

Explanation: - Tweeter speaker has high frequency as compared to Woofer  and Mid-range 

 

14) Frequency of woofer is 

[A] 16 Hz to 500 Hz 

[B] 500 Hz to 5 kHz 

[C] 5 kHz to 16 KHz 

[D] 3 KHz to 5 KHz 

Answer: - Option A 

Explanation: -  Frequency range for woofer is 16 Hz to 500 Hz 

 

15) Microphone converts 

a) Sound energy into solar energy 

b) Sound energy into equipment electrical energy 

c) Sound energy into mechanical energy 

d) None of the above 

Answer: - Option b 

Explanation: - Microphone converts Sound energy into equipment electrical energy 

  

16) Size or diameter of tweeter is.... 

a) Large 

b) Medium 

c) Small 

d) None of the above 

Answer: - Option c 

Explanation: - Diameter size of tweeter is small 

 

17) Stereo amplifier gives 

a) Two dimensional sound 

b) Three dimensional sound 

c) Four dimensional sound 

d) None of the above 

Answer: - Option b 

      Explanation: - Stereo amplifier gives three dimensional sound 
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18) Cost of Midrange is 

a) High 

b) Moderate 

c) Low 

d) None of the above 

Answer: - Option b 

Explanation: - Cost of Midrange is moderate.  

 

19) Which of the following are the basic characteristics of sound 

a) Level 

b) Loudness 

c) Pitch 

d) All of the above 

Answer: - Option d 

Explanation: - The basic characteristics of sound are Level,  Loudness  and  Pitch 

 

20) Loudspeaker converts 

a) Electrical signal into sound waves 

b) Mechanical energy into sound energy 

c) Solar energy into sound energy 

d) None of the above 

Answer: - Option a 

Explanation: - Loudspeaker converts electrical signal into sound waves 

 

21) Which of the following are the types of Loudspeaker? 

a) Electrostatic loudspeaker 

b) Dynamic loudspeaker 

c) Permanent magnet loudspeaker 

d) All of the above 

Answer: - Option d 

Explanation: - Types of loudspeaker are Electrostatic loudspeaker, Dynamic loudspeaker and Permanent magnet 

loudspeaker 

 

22) The unit of sound pressure used for rating microphones is 

a) pascal 

b) bar 

c) watt 

d) decibel 

Answer: - Option b 

       Explanation: - The unit of sound pressure used for rating microphones is bar 
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23) Carbon microphones 

a) produce an emf 

b) modulate the current from an external battery 

c) both (a) and (b) 

d) neither (a) nor (b) 

Answer: - Option b 

Explanation: - Carbon microphones modulate the current from an external battery 

 

24) The input impedance of a crystal loudspeaker is 

a) resistive 

b) inductive 

c) capacitive 

d) a combination of (a) and (b) 

Answer: - Option c 

       Explanation: - The input impedance of a crystal loudspeaker is resistive and inductive 

 

25) Electrostatic speakers need a 

a) dc polarizing voltage 

b) ac polarising voltage 

c) either (a) or (b) 

d) neither (a) nor (b) 

Answer: - Option a 

Explanation: - Electrostatic speakers need a dc polarizing voltage 

 

26) The stereo effect is 

a) produced over a lesser area by the third speaker 

b) not produced by the third speaker 

c) produced over a greater area by the third speaker 

d) enhanced by the third speaker 

Answer: - Option c 

      Explanation: - The stereo effect is produced over a greater area by the third speaker 

 

 27) Stereo 

a) increases the concert hall feeling considerably 

b) decreases the concert hall feeling consideably 

c) enhances the concert hall feeling 

d) none of the above 

Answer: - Option c 

       Explanation: - Stereo enhances the concert hall feeling 
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 28) Microphones are electroacoustic transducers which convert 

a) acoustic energy to electrical energy 

b) electrical energy to acoustic energy 

c) acoustic energy to mechanical energy 

d) mechanical energy to acoustic energy 

Answer: - Option a 

Explanation: - Microphones are electroacoustic transducers which convert acoustic energy to electrical 

energy 

 

29) Important considerations in stereo practice are 

a) proper positioning of the equipment and audience 

b) proper placement of speakers and microphones 

c) both (a) and (b) 

d) neither (a) nor (b) 

Answer: - Option b 

Explanation: - Important considerations in stereo practice are proper placement of speakers and 

microphones 

 

30) Crystal speakers are used in 

a) low frequencies 

b) high frequencies 

c) mid frequencies 

d) both (c) and (d) 

Answer: - Option b 

Explanation: - Crystal speakers are used in high frequencies 

 

31 The Audio Video Interleave was developed by ___ in 1992. 

 

(A) Lotus 

 

(B) Microsoft 

 

(C) Apple 

 

(D) IBM 

 

Answer: b 

 

Explanation: The Audio Video Interleave was developed by Microsoft in 1992. 

  32 Which of the following is a non-renewable source of energy  

 

A:-Tidal power 

 

B:-Geothermal energy  

 

C:-Nuclear energy 

 

D:-Wind power 

 

Answer: C 

 

Explanation: Nuclear energy is a non-renewable source of energy  
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33 The electrical apparatus that provides power to load when mains power fails is known as  

 

A:-USB 

 

B:-UPS 

 

C:-UCP 

 

D:-UPC 

 

Answer: B 

 

Explanation: The electrical apparatus that provides power to load when mains power fails is known 

as  UPS 
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02 – Audio System Marks:- 12 

Content of Chapter:- 

2.1 Block Diagram and operation of CD player,types of CD player.. 

2.2 Component used for CD machanism: CD pick-up assembly,gear system,drive motors, CD lens. 

2.3 Block diagram of HI-Fi amplifier and its working. 

2.4 Public Address (PA) system: Block diagram and operation,Speaker impedance matching and 

characteristics. 

2.5 Home theatre system. 

2.6 Troubleshooting procedure of audio systems. 

2.7 Block diagram and working of MP3. 

 

1) PA system stands for 

a) Public Address System 

b) Public Amplifier System 

c) Public Action System 

d) None of the above 

Answer: - Option a  

Explanation: - PA system stands for Public Address System 

 

2) Which of the following is the method of speaker impedance matching 

a) Series/parallel connection of speaker 

b) Using Audio transformer  

c) All of the above 

d) None of the above 

   Answer: - Option c 

Explanation: - The method of speaker impedance matching Series/parallel connection of speaker 

Band using Audio transformer  

 

3) MP3 is ......audio layer 3 encoding 

a) MPEG -1 

b) MPEG -2 

c) All of the above 

d) None of the above 

   Answer: - Option c 

   Explanation: - MP3 is MPEG-1 and MPEG-2 audio layer 3 encoding 
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4) Hi - Fi amplifier is 

a) High Fideity Stereophonic reproducing system 

b) Medium Fideity Stereophonic reproducing system 

c) Low Fideity Stereophonic reproducing system 

d) None of the above 

  Answer: - Option a 

  Explanation: - Hi - Fi amplifier is High Fideity Stereophonic reproducing system 

 

5) Which of the following drive motor is used in CD player to move the tray in & out for loading  and 

unloading the CD 

a) Slide/Sled motor 

b)Tray loaing / carriage control 

c) Spindle , Disc ,turn table motor 

d) None of the above 

Answer: - Option b 

Explanation: - Tray loaing / carriage control drive motor is used in CD player to move the tray in & out for 

loading  and unloading the CD 

 

6) Which of the following are the types of microphone 

a) Carbon microphone 

b) Condenser microphone 

c) Crystal microphone 

d) All of the above 

Answer: - Option d 

Explanation: - Types of microphone are Carbon microphone , Condenser microphone and Crystal microphone 

 

7) In PA system, Mixer  

a) To isolate different channel from each other 

b) To mix the different channel from each other 

c) All of the above 

d) None of the above  

Answer: - Option a 

Explanation: - In PA system, Mixer is to isolate different channel from each other. 

 

8) Which of the following are the features of home theater 

a) HDMI inputs 

b) USB connectivity 

c) Bluetooth support 

d) All of the above 

   Answer: - Option d 

Explanation: - The features of home theater is HDMI inputs, USB connectivity and Bluetooth support 
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 9) What is the function of Equalizer in Hi- Fi amplifier system? 

a) It decreases SNR (Signal To Noise ratio 

b) It improves SNR (Signal To Noise ratio) 

c) All of the aboved 

d) None of the above 

Answer: - Option b 

Explanation: - The function of Equalizer in Hi- Fi amplifier system is improves SNR (Signal To Noise ratio) 

 

10) Which of the following Components are used in CD player 

a) Gear system 

b) CD lens 

c) Motors 

d) All of the above 

Answer: - Option d 

Explanation: - A CD player has three major mechanical components : a drive motor, a lens system or pickup 

head, and a tracking mechanism. 

 

11) A ____________ disk consists of a circular disk, which is coated with a thin metal or some other 

material that is highly reflective.        

a) magnetic            

b) optical            

c) compact  

d) hard         

Answer: - Option b  

Explanation: - A optical disk consists of a circular disk, which is coated with a thin metal or some other 

material that is highly reflective. 

             

12) A compact disc (CD) can store computer's data over       

a) 420 megabytes           

b) 380 megabytes           

c) 680 megabytes           

d) 560 megabytes            

Answer: - Option c 

Explanation: - A compact disc (CD) can store computer's data over 680 megabytes   

 

13) If a CD is made of soft elastic material, it is called       

a) flash drive            

b) floppy disk            

c) hard disk            

d) audio cassette 

Answer: - Option b 

Explanation: -If a CD is made of soft elastic material, it is called floppy disk 
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14) Diameter of CD is 

a)12cm            

b)11.9cm           

c) 12.5cm            

d)None of above          

Answer: - Option a 

     Explanation: - Diameter of CD is 12cm 

          

15) DVD technology uses an optical media to store the digital data. DVD is an acronym for  

a) Digital Vector Disc          

b) Digital Volume Disc          

c) Digital Versatile Disc           

d) Digital Visualization Disc         

Answer: - Option c 

Explanation: - DVD technology uses an optical media to store the digital data. DVD is an acronym for         

Digital Versatile Disc  

       

16) What type of filter used in Graphic Equilizer        

a) Low Pass Filter           

b) High Pass Filter          

c) Band Pass Filter           

d) Band Stop Filter          

Answer: - Option c 

Explanation: - What type of filter used in Graphic Equilizer Band Pass Filter 

       

17) Which of the following storage devices can store maximum amount of data?"    

a) Floppy Disk            

b) Hard Disk            

c) Compact Disk          

d) Magneto Optic Disk 

Answer: - Option b 

Explanation: - storage devices can store maximum amount of data Hard Disk 

 

18) CD stands for  

a) Compact Disc 

b) Compress Disc 

c) Control Disc 

d) Compound Disc  

      Answer: - Option a 

         Explanation: -  CD stands for Compact Disc 
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19) Function of collimation lens is 

a) To produce parallel laser beam 

b) To produce inverted laser beam 

c) To produce circular laser beam 

d) To produce rectangular laser beam 

        Answer: - Option a 

        Explanation: - Function of collimation lens is To produce parallel laser beam 

 

20) What is the use of gear system in CD PLAYER? 

a) To rotate the CD 

b) To shut down the CD player 

c) To start the motor 

d) None of above 

Answer: - Option c 

      Explanation: - the use of gear system in CD PLAYER For controlling and keeping speed of motor constant 

 

21) D to A converter is used in CD player for 

a) Digital to analog data conversion 

b) Analog to digital data conversion 

c) Used to filter the signal 

d) None of above 

       Answer: - Option a 

       Explanation: - D to A converter is used in CD player for Digital to analog data conversion 

22) A preamplifier is necessary to 

a) the frequency response of the system 

b) the signal-to-noise ratio of the system 

c) the sensitivity of the system 

d) none of the above 

  Answer: - Option c 

  Explanation: - A preamplifier is necessary to the frequency response of the system 

 

23) Equalization is best incorporated in a 

a) preamplifier 

b) power amplifier 

c) either (a) or (b) 

d) neither (a) nor (b) 

Answer: - Option a 

   Explanation: - Equalization is best incorporated in a preamplifier 
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24) The output impedance of the mixer is 

a) low 

b) moderate 

c) high 

d) very high 

Answer: - Option a 

   Explanation: - The output impedance of the mixer is low 

 

25) The intelligence to be transmitted usually consists of an audio modulating signal with frequencies 

in the range 

a) dc to several MHz 

b) 20 Hz to 20 kHz 

c) 20 kHz to 20 MHz 

d) dc to 20 Hz 

Answer: - Option b 

  Explanation: - The intelligence to be transmitted usually consists of an audio modulating signal   with   

frequencies in the range 20 Hz to 20 kHz 

 

26) A  P.A. system consists of  

a) a power amplifier and loudspeakers 

b) an audio mixer and a tone control 

c) microphones and pre-amplifiers 

d) all the above stated systems 

Answer: - Option d 

Explanation: - A  P.A. system consists of all the above stated systems 

 

27) Which unit is used to read the signal stored on the CD surface 

a) optical pickup assembly 

b) Decording Assembly 

c) CD Decorder unit 

d) Laser pickup Assembly 

Answer: - Option a 

Explanation: - Which unit is used to read the signal stored on the CD surface optical pickup assembly 

 

28) The source of laser beam in a pick up assembly is 

a) Photo diode 

b) Tunnel diode 

c) Laser Diode 

d) Varactor diode 

Answer: - Option c 

Explanation: - The source of laser beam in a pick up assembly is Laser Diode 
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29) The distance between centre line of one track and centre line of adjoining track is known as 

a) Flat Spacing 

b) Pitch Spacing 

c) Track Spacing 

d) Pit Spacing 

Answer: - Option d 

Explanation: - The distance between centre line of one track and centre line of adjoining track is known as 

Pit Spacing 

 

30)  On the CD surface the audio signals are stored as a combination of. 

a) Zeros & ones. 

b) Obits & bytes. 

c) Pits & flats 

d) magnetic pattern 

Answer: - Option c 

        Explanation: - On the CD surface the audio signals are stored as a combination of Pits & flats 
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03 – Television Fundamentals and TV Transmitter Marks:- 16 

Content of Chapter:- 

3.1 Concept: Aspect ratio, image continuity, interlace scanning, scanning periods – horizontal &  vertical, 

vertical and horizontal resolution.Component used for CD machanism: CD pick-up assembly,gear 

system,drive motors, CD lens. 

3.2 Vestigial sideband transmission, bandwidth for Colour signal, brightness, contrast, viewing distance 

luminance, hue, saturation, compatibility 

3.3 Colour theory, primary colors & secondary colors, Grassman’slaw, additive Colour mixing subtractive 

Colour mixing. Composite Video Signal- Pedestal height, Blanking pulse, Colour burst, Horizontal sync 

pulsedetails, Vertical sync pulse details, Equalizing pulses 

3.4 CCIR Bstandards for Colour signal transmission & reception.Positive and Negative modulation. Merits and 

Demerits of Negative modulation 

3.5 Block diagram of Colour TV Transmitter. 

3.6 Troubleshooting procedure of Colour TV Transmitter. 

 

1) Interlacing is used in television to         

a) produce the illusion of motion         

b) ensure that all the lines on the screen are scanned, not merely the alternate ones   

c) simplify the vertical sync pulse train         

d) avoid flicker         

Answer: - Option d 

Explanation: - Interlacing is used in television to avoid flicker 

         

2) The signals sent by the TV transmitter to ensure correct scanning in the receiver are called  

a) sync         

b) chroma         

c) luminance         

d) video         

Answer: - Option a 

Explanation: - The signals sent by the TV transmitter to ensure correct scanning in the receiver are called sync 

         

3) In television, 4:3 represents the         

a) interlace ratio         

b) maximum horizontal deflection         

c) aspect ratio         

d) ratio of the two diagonals         

Answer: - Option c 

Explanation: - In television, 4:3 represents the aspect ratio 
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4) Indicate which of the following frequencies will not be found in the output of a normal TV receiver tuner: 

a) 4.5 MHz         

b) 41.25 MHz         

c) 45.75 MHz         

d) 42.17 MHz         

Answer: - Option a  

Explanation: - Indicate which of the following frequencies will not be found in the output of a normal TV receiver 

tuner  4.5 MHz 

         

5) Indicate which of the following signals is not transmitted in color TV:     

a) Y         

b) Q         

c) R         

d) I         

Answer: - Option c 

Explanation: - Indicate which of the following signals is not transmitted in color TV R 

         

6) If there are 625 lines per TV picture, then lines per field are 

a) 1250         

b) 312.5         

c) 625         

d) 2500   

Answer: - Option b 

Explanation: - If there are 625 lines per TV picture, then lines per field are 312.5 

       

7) In TV transmission, sound signal is ________ modulated.      

a) Phase         

b) Pulse         

c) Frequency         

d) Amplitude  

Answer: - Option c 

Explanation: - In TV transmission, sound signal is Frequency modulated 

        

8) In connection with TV systems, PAL refers to the      

a) well-known European company manufacturing TV sets       

b) colour TV system used in Europe         

c) original 405-line raster standard adopted by UK       

d) system followed by BBC, London 

Answer: - Option b 

Explanation: - In connection with TV systems, PAL refers to the colour TV system used in Europe 
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9) Scanning is         

a) the process in which light audio frequency variations are converted into voltage variations  

b) the process in which light intensity is converted into variations in potentials   

c) the process in which audio frequency variations are converted into corresponding video frequency variations 

d) done by a beam of positive rays 

Answer: - Option b 

Explanation: - Scanning is the process in which light intensity is converted into variations in potentials 

 

10) The aspect ratio of a standard TV receiver is: 

a) 3 : 4 

b) 4 : 3 

c) 525 : 625 

d) 625 : 525 

Answer: - Option b 

Explanation: - The aspect ratio of a standard TV receiver is: 4 : 3 

 

11) According CCIR standards horizontal scanning frequency is 

a) 15,625 Hz 

b) 15,750 Hz 

c) 50, Hz 

d) 60 Hz 

Answer: - Option a 

Explanation: - According CCIR standards horizontal scanning frequency is 15,625 Hz 

 

12) Additive complementary colour are 

a) yellow, red and blue 

b) yellow, cyan and magneta 

c) orange, violet and yellow 

d) R?Y, B?Y and G?Y 

Answer: - Option b 

Explanation: - Additive complementary colour are yellow, cyan and magneta 

 

13) The main purpose of interlacing in television scanning is to 

a) reduce flicker 

b) brighten the TV picture 

c) sharpen picture outline 

d) increase channel bandwidth 

Answer: - Option a 

Explanation: - The main purpose of interlacing in television scanning is to reduce flicker 
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14) A pulse-type waveform (such as television line pulse) is a modification of 

A. square wave  

B. rectangular wave 

C. sawtooth wave 

D. sine wave 

Answer: - Option B 

Explanation: - A pulse-type waveform (such as television line pulse) is a modification of rectangular wave 

 

15) If a TV picture has 525 lines and scanning rate is 30 pictures/second, time for scanning one line is 

second. 

A. 30/525 

B. 525/30 

C. 1/30 x 525 

D. 30 x 525 

Answer: - Option C 

Explanation: - If a TV picture has 525 lines and scanning rate is 30 pictures/second, time for scanning one line is 

second 1/30 x 525 

 

16) The function of a sync separator ma TV set is to separate the signals. 

A. video and sound 

B. video and line sync 

C. line sync and field sync 

D. sound and field sync 

Answer: - Option C 

Explanation: - The function of a sync separator ma TV set is to separate the signals line sync and field sync 

 

17) Both dot and line patterns on a TV screen are produced by 

A. sine waves 

B. rectangular waves 

C. sawtooth waves 

D. pulse waveforms 

Answer: - Option D 

Explanation: - Both dot and line patterns on a TV screen are produced by pulse waveforms 

 

18) The number of lines per field in the United States TV system is 

a. 262 ½ 

b. 525 

c. 30 

d. 60 

Answer: - Option a 

Explanation: - The number of lines per field in the United States TV system is 262 ½ 
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19) The carrier transmitted 1.25 MHz above the bottom frequency in the United States TV channel is the 

a. sound carrier 

b. chroma carrier 

c. intercarrier 

d. picture carrier 

Answer: - Option d 

Explanation: - The carrier transmitted 1.25 MHz above the bottom frequency in the United States TV channel is 

the picture carrier 

 

20) Equalizing pulses in TV are sent during 

a. horizontal blanking 

b. vertical blanking 

c. the serrations 

d. the horizontal retrace 

Answer: - Option b 

Explanation: - Equalizing pulses in TV are sent during vertical blanking 

 

21) The width of the vertical sync pulse in the United States TV system is 

a. 21H 

b. 3H 

c. H 

d. 0.5H 

Answer: - Option b 

Explanation: - The width of the vertical sync pulse in the United States TV system is 21H 

 

22) The signals sent by the TV transmitter to ensure correct scanning in the receiver are called 

A. sync 

B. chroma 

C. luminance 

D. video 

Answer: - Option A 

Explanation: - The signals sent by the TV transmitter to ensure correct scanning in the receiver are called sync 

 

23) A complete television signal consists of 

A. sync pulses and a sound signal 

B. camera signal 

C. a video signal and sync pulses 

D. a composite video signal and sound signal 

Answer: - Option D 

Explanation: - A complete television signal consists of a composite video signal and sound signal 
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24) If normal line sync pulse width is 4.6 its, width of equalizing pulse is ? its 

A.4.6 

B.2.3 

C.9.2 

D.1.5 

Answer: - Option B 

Explanation: - If normal line sync pulse width is 4.6 its, width of equalizing pulse is 2.3 

 

25) Point out the false equation : 

A. two fields = one picture 

B. two fields = one frame 

C. two frames = one field 

D. one picture = two fields 

Answer: - Option C 

Explanation: - Point out the false equation : two frames = one field 

 

26) What is the maximum color TV bandwidth? 

A. 1.6 MHz 

B. 0.5 MHz 

C. 1.0 MHz 

D. 1.3 MHz 

Answer: - Option D 

Explanation: - What is the maximum color TV bandwidth 1.3 MHz 

 

27) In all standard television broadcast channels, the difference between the picture and sound carrier 

frequencies is 

A. 0.25 MHz 

B. 1.25 MHz 

C. 4.5 MHz 

D. 6 MHz  

Answer: - Option  C 

Explanation: - In all standard television broadcast channels, the difference between the picture and sound carrier 

frequencies is 4.5 MHz 

 

28) The Illumination on screen when there is no broadcast or telecast, as you may see is known as 

a) Contrast 

b) Gain 

c) Raster 

d) Bright 

Answer: - Option C 

Explanation: - The Illumination on screen when there is no broadcast or telecast, as you may see is known as 

Raster 
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29) The Sound signal in video composite signal of TV is 

a) AM 

b) FM 

c) PPM 

d) FSK 

Answer: - Option b 

Explanation: - The Sound signal in video composite signal of TV is FM 

 

30) First TV station in India was established in 

a) 1956 

b) 1959 

c) 1962 

d) 1965 

Answer: - Option b 

Explanation: - First TV station in India was established in 1959 

 

31) Interlace Scanning always takes place in direction of ______  

 a.Left to right, top to bottom 

 b.Left to right, bottom to top  

 c.Right to left, top to bottom 

 d.None of above 

Answer: - Option a 

Explanation: - Interlace Scanning always takes place in direction of Left to right, top to bottom 
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04 – Television Receiver Marks:- 14 

Content of Chapter:- 

4.1 Block Diagram & operation of color TV Receiver 

4.2 Operation of PAL-D decoder. 

4.3 HDTV: Development of HDTV, NHK MUSE System and NHK Broadcast. 

4.4 LCD/LED Technology: Principle and working of LCD and LED TV. 

4.5 Direct to Home receiver(DTH): Concept, receiver block diagram, Indoor and outdoor unit. 

4.6 Troubleshooting procedure of Colour TV Receiver systems. 

4.7 Block Diagram and working of OLED. 

 

1) OLED stands for ---- 

a) Obstructive light emitting diode 

b) Organic Light Emitting Diode 

c) Synthesis Light emitting diode 

d) organic liquid crystal display 

Answer: - Option b 

Explanation: - OLED stands for Organic Light Emitting Diode 

 

2) The video voltage applied to the picture tube of a television receiver is fed in    

a) between grid and ground         

b) to the yoke         

c) to the anode         

d) between grid and cathode 

Answer: - Option d 

Explanation: - The video voltage applied to the picture tube of a television receiver is fed in between grid and 

cathode 

         

3) Another name for the horizontal retrace in a TV receiver is the      

a) ringing         

b) burst         

c) damper         

d) flyback 

Answer: - Option d 

Explanation: - Another name for the horizontal retrace in a TV receiver is the flyback 
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4) In a TV receiver, the color killer         

a) cuts off the chroma stages during monochrome reception      

b) ensures that no color is transmitted to monochrome receivers      

c) prevents color overloading         

d) makes sure that the color burst is not mistaken for sync pulses, by cutting off reception during the back porch

  

Answer: - Option a 

Explanation: - In a TV receiver, the color killer cuts off the chroma stages during monochrome reception  

        

5) The circuits make up the front end of a TV receiver, except:      

a) RF         

b) Mixer         

c) IF         

d) Oscillator  

Answer: - Option c 

Explanation: - The circuits make up the front end of a TV receiver, except IF  

        

6) What should be produced by weak blue, weak green, and weak red signals on a color CRT?  

a)White         

b) Shade         

c) Gray         

d) Off white  

Answer: - Option c 

Explanation: - What should be produced by weak blue, weak green, and weak red signals on a color CRT Gray 

        

7) The aspect ratio HDTV is         

a) 4:3         

b) 18:5         

c) 14:8         

d) 16:9  

Answer: - Option d 

Explanation: - The aspect ratio HDTV is 16:9  

        

8) DTH services are provided by ________         

a)Transport companies         

b) Banks         

c) Cellular companies         

d) None of these  

Answer: - Option c 

Explanation: - DTH services are provided by Cellular companies 
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9) Resolution of SDTV is         

a) 480i         

b) 470i         

c) 481i         

d)None of the above  

Answer: - Option a 

Explanation: - Resolution of SDTV is 480i  

 

10) What D indicates in PAL D Decoder 

a.Delay LIne 

b.Decoder 

c.Discriminator 

d.None 

Answer: - Option b 

Explanation: -  D indicates in PAL D Decoder is Decoder 

 

11) The television receiver antennas are usually 

a) parabolic dish type 

b) helical antennas 

c) dipoles 

d) none of the above 

Answer: - Option a 

Explanation: - The television receiver antennas are usually parabolic dish type 

 

12) The TV broadcasting in India is done in 

A. VHF band I 

B. VHF band I and II 

C. VHF band I. H and III 

D. VHF band I and II 

Answer: - Option D 

Explanation: - The TV broadcasting in India is done in VHF band I and II VHF band I and II 

 

13) LCD/LED display panel are usually made in  

a) 1 cm to 100 cm 

b) 2.5 cm to 125 cm  

c) cm to 300 cm  

d) cm to 160 cm 

Answer: - Option d 

   Explanation: - LCD/LED display panel are usually made in cm to 160 cm 
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14) In a TV receiver set, sound and video signals are separated at the 

A. video detector 

B. video amp 

C. sync separator 

D. IF stage 

Answer: - Option A 

Explanation: - In a TV receiver set, sound and video signals are separated at the video detector 

 

15) When in a TV receiver set, both sound and picture are weak and distorted, the problem is most likely to 

be in the 

A. AFC 

B. FM detector 

C. tuner 

D. video amp 

Answer: - Option C 

Explanation: - a TV receiver set, both sound and picture are weak and distorted, the problem is most likely to 

tuner 

 

16) When a weak TV picture is accompanied by normal sound and bright raster, the probable fault lies in 

A. AGC 

B. video section 

C. AF amp 

D. sync amp 

Answer: - Option B 

Explanation: - When a weak TV picture is accompanied by normal sound and bright raster, the probable fault lies 

in video section 

 

17) If picture in a TV monitor is snowy in appearance, the defect is likely to be in 

A. tuner 

B. antenna cable 

C. RF amplifier 

D. any one of the above 

Answer: - Option D 

Explanation: - If picture in a TV monitor is snowy in appearance, the defect is likely to be in any one of the above 

 

18) A single horizontal line across the middle of a TV screen indicates trouble in 

A. horizontal section 

B. vertical section 

C. tuner 

D. video section 

Answer: - Option B 

Explanation: - A single horizontal line across the middle of a TV screen indicates trouble in tuner 
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19) If a colour TV set has weak colour, the problem is most likely to be in 

A. convergence assembly 

B. demodulator stage 

C. chroma amplifier 

D. colour detector 

Answer: - Option C 

Explanation: - If a colour TV set has weak colour, the problem is most likely to be in chroma amplifier 

 

20) In TV receiver, the synchronizing pulses are fed to 

A The horizontal and vertical deflector plates of the picture tube 

B the control grid 

C the cathode 

D the electron gun 

Answer: - Option A 

Explanation: - In TV receiver, the synchronizing pulses are fed to The horizontal and vertical deflector plates of 

the picture tube 

 

21) The frequency of scanning in a television set in frames per second is 

A 25 

B 50 

C 525 

D 30 

Answer: - Option A 

Explanation: - The frequency of scanning in a television set in frames per second is 25 

22) The colour which the body presents to the eye is the colour of the light which it 

a) absorbs 

b) reflects 

c) All of the above 

d) None of the above 

Answer: - Option b 

Explanation: - The colour which the body presents to the eye is the colour of the light which it reflects 

 

23) Primary colours 

a. can be produced by mixing other colours 

b. cannot be produced by mixing other colours 

c. All of the above 

d. None of the above 

Answer: - Option b 

Explanation: - Primary colours cannot be produced by mixing other colours 
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24) The colours red, green and blue are called 

a) subtractive primaries 

b) additive primaries 

c) All of the above 

d) None of the above 

Answer: - Option b 

Explanation: - The colours red, green and blue are called additive primaries 

 

25) The full form of LCD is ____________ 

a) Liquid Crystal Display 

b) Liquid Crystalline Display 

c) Logical Crystal Display 

d) Logical Crystalline Display 

Answer: - Option a 

Explanation: - The full form of LCD is Liquid Crystal Display 

 

26) Which of the following offers high brightness, less power usage , expensive to manufacture? 

a) OLED 

b) LED 

c) LCD 

d) none of the above 

Answer: - Option a 

Explanation: - high brightness, less power usage , expensive to manufacture OLED 

 

 27) This is true for Colour TV  

a.Chroma amplifier is off 

b.Chroma amplifier is on  

c.Picture tube is off 

d.Delay line 

Answer: - Option b 

Explanation: - This is true for Colour TV Chroma amplifier is on 

 

28) Scanning line in HDTV & frequency  

a.1125,50Hz  

b.625,50Hz  

c.819.60Hz  

d. None of above 

Answer: - Option a 

Explanation: - Scanning line in HDTV & frequency  1125,50Hz 
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29) Which one of the following is monochrome TV system?  

a .525 line  

b. NTSC  

c. SECAM  

d. 829 line 

Answer: - Option a 

Explanation: - monochrome TV system is 525 line 

 

30) Aspect ratio is in SDTV   

a.5:9  

b.16:9  

c.4:3 

d.5:4 

Answer: - Option b 

Explanation: - Aspect ratio is in SDTV  16:9 

 

31 Which one of the following is an impact printer  

 
A:-Dot matrix 

 
B:-Inkjet  

 
C:-Laser 

 
D:-None of these 

 
Answer: A 

 
Explanation: Dot Matrix is a impact printer 

  
32 The maximum operating voltage of LCD panel may be  

 
A:-100v 

 
B:-10v 

 
C:-1v  

 
D:-0.1v 

 
Answer: C 

 
Explanation: The maximum operating voltage of LCD panel may be 1V 

  
33 A LCD panel is not a self illuminated panel. For illuminating this panel are used as backlight devices 

 
A:-100 w lamp 

 
B:-20 w fluorescent tube  

 
C:-CCFL 

 
D:-Electric arc lamp  

 
Answer:- Option-C 

 

Explanation: A LCD panel is not a self illuminated panel. For illuminating this panel are used as backlight  

devices as CCFL 
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34 The contract ratio for the LED TV is defined as  

 
A:-The difference b/w bright and dark portions 

 
B:-The difference b/w most bright and most dark portions  

 
C:-The most bright portion divided by most dark portions  

 
D:-The most bright portion into most dark portion  

 
Answer:- Option-B 

 

Explanation: The contract ratio for the LED TV is defined as The difference b/w most bright and most dark  

portions  

  
35 LCD/LED display panel are usually made in  

 
A:-1 cm to 100 cm 

 
B:-2.5 cm to 125 cm  

 
C:-3 cm to 300 cm  

 
D:-6 cm to 160 cm 

 
Answer:- Option-D 

 

Explanation: LCD/LED display panel are usually made in 6 cm to 160 cm 
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05 – Consumer Electronic Appliances Marks:- 20 

Content of Chapter:- 

5.1 Photocopier block diagram, working. 

5.2 Microwave Oven: types, single chip controllers, block diagram, types, and wiring and safety 

instructions, electrical specifications. 

5.3 Washing Machine: Block diagram of washing machine, electrical specifications, types of washing 

machine: Automatic, semi -automatic. 

5.4 Digital camera and camcoder: pick up devices, picture processing and picture storage electrical 

specification. 

5.5 Troubleshooting procedures. 

 

1) Battery life of CCD Sensor is         

a) short         

b) long         

c) Medium         

d)None of the above  

Answer: - Option a 

Explanation: - Battery life of CCD Sensor is short  

        

2) Following are the types of washing machine        

a) Washers         

b) Semi-automatic         

c) automatic         

d) the types of washing machine 

Answer: - Option d 

Explanation: - the types of washing machine the types of washing machine 

        

3) Rated frequency of washing machine         

a) 50Hz         

b) 51Hz         

c) 55Hz         

d) None of the above  

Answer: - Option a 

Explanation: - Rated frequency of washing machine 50Hz  
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4) Drum Diameter of Washing Machine         

a) 63cm         

b) 61cm         

c) 62cm         

d) 60cm   

Answer: - Option d 

Explanation: - Drum Diameter of Washing Machine 60cm  

       

5) Wattage of Microwave Oven is         

a) 2000 W         

b) 2002 W         

c) 2001 W         

d) 2004 W  

Answer: - Option a 

Explanation: - Wattage of Microwave Oven is 2000 W 

        

6) Resolution of CMOS Sensor         

a) High         

b) Low         

c) Medium         

d) All of the above  

Answer: - Option b 

Explanation: - Resolution of CMOS Sensor Low  

        

7) Resolution of CANON Camera is         

a) 1280*720         

b) 1280*721         

c) 1280*722         

d) 1280*723  

Answer: - Option a 

Explanation: - Resolution of CANON Camera is 1280*720  

        

8) Microwave oven operates on         

a) Single phase AC Supply         

b) Two phase AC Supply         

c) both a&b         

d) None of the above  

Answer: - Option a 

Explanation: - Microwave oven operates on Single phase AC Supply 
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9) In microwave oven RED wire is used for connection       

a)Nutral         

b) Live         

c) Earth         

d)None of the above 

Answer: - Option c 

Explanation: - In microwave oven RED wire is used for connection Earth  

         

10) Types of Pick up devices are         

a) CCD         

b) CMOS         

c) both a&b         

d) None of the above  

Answer: - Option c 

Explanation: - Types of Pick up devices are both a&b 

        

11) Camcoder includes the number of Pixels         

a) 2.2 Megapixels         

b) 3 Megapixels         

c) 2.5 Megapixels         

d) 2.7 Megapixels          

Answer: - Option b 

Explanation: - Camcoder includes the number of Pixels 3 Megapixels 

             

12) Semi-automatic washing machine consist of 2 tubs one is wash tub and the other is  

A:-Spin tub 

B:-Agitator tub  

C:-Pulsator tub  

D:-Cleaning tub   

Answer: - Option A 

Explanation: - Semi-automatic washing machine consist of 2 tubs one is wash tub and the other is Spin tub 

 

13) A microwave oven works on frequency  

A:-1.45GHz 

B:-2.45GHz  

C:-3.45GHz 

D:-1.5 - 3.5GHz  

Answer: - Option B 

Explanation: - A microwave oven works on frequency 2.45GHz 
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14) What is the name of the solid state imaging device used in TV cameras that converts the light in a 

scene into an electrical signal? 

A. CCD 

B. Phototube matrix 

C. Vidicon 

D. MOSFET array  

Answer: - Option A 

Explanation: - the name of the solid state imaging device used in TV cameras that converts the light in a scene 

into an electrical signal CCD 

            

15) Microwave heating is good for puffed products. Why? 

a) The rate of heat transfer is less than the rate of moisture loss 

b) The heat transfer in these food items takes place so fast that instead of shrinking of the food items due to loss 

of moisture content, they stay intact and hence puffed 

c) None of the mentioned 

d) All of the mentioned          

Answer: - Option b 

Explanation: - Microwave heating is good for puffed products The heat transfer in these food items takes place so 

fast that instead of shrinking of the food items due to loss 

          

16) The first photocopier machine was patented by 

a) Sir Louis Pasteur 

b) Sir Chester Carlson 

c) Sir Frances Gabe 

d) Sir George Beers 

Answer: - Option b 

Explanation: - The first photocopier machine was patented by Sir Chester Carlson 

 

17) The working principle of washing machine is 

a) Dialysis 

b) Centrifugation 

c) Reverse Osmosis 

d) Diffusion 

Answer: - Option b 

Explanation: - The working principle of washing machine is Centrifugation 

 

18) In which one of the following year washing machines was invented? 

a) 1925 

b) 1945 

c) 1901 

d) 1908 

Answer: - Option d 

Explanation: - washing machines was invented 1908 
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19) Which type of washing machine contains two tubs? 

a) Ordinary without timer type 

b) Ordinary with timer type 

c) Semi- automatic type 

d) Automatic type 

Answer: - Option c 

Explanation: - washing machine contains two tubs Semi- automatic type 

 

20) In washing machines, most commonly used motors are 

A. Split phase induction motors 

B. Slip ring induction motors 

C. Capacitor start induction motors 

D. Shaded pole induction motors 

Answer: - Option A 

Explanation: - In washing machines, most commonly used motors are Split phase induction motors 

 

21) The 8051 microcontroller is of ___pin package as a ______ processor.  

 a) 30, 1byte  

 b) 20, 1 byte     

 c) 40, 8 bit      

 d) 40, 8 byte 

Answer: - Option c 

Explanation: -  The 8051 microcontroller is of 40 pin package as a 8 bit processor 

 

22) In camcorder, Charge couple Device (CCD) is converts charge into ………. 

a) Digital Signal 

b) Analog Signal 

c) Sound Signal 

d) Light signal 

Answer: - Option b 

Explanation: - In camcorder, Charge couple Device (CCD) is converts charge into Analog Signal 

 

 

23) Pick up device in digital camera is a collection of large number of tiny light sensitive diodes which, act 

as sensor. It converts optical image into …….. 

a) an electric charge image 

b) Audio signal 

c) All of the above 

d) None of the above 

Answer: - Option a 

Explanation: - Pick up device in digital camera is a collection of large number of tiny light sensitive diodes which, 

act as sensor. It converts optical image into an electric charge image 
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24) Camcoder contains following components 

a) MPEG CODEC 

b) MUX/ DeMUX 

c) Electronic View Finder 

d) All of the above 

Answer: - Option d 

Explanation: - Camcoder contains following components All of the above 

 

25) The washer does not have facilities for ………… 

a) Washing clothes  

b) Drying the clothes 

c) All of the above 

d) None of the above 

Answer: - Option b 

Explanation: - The washer does not have facilities for Drying the clothes 

 

26) Which type of washing machine has low cost? 

a)  Washer 

b) Semi-automatic 

c) Fully – automatic 

d) None of the above 

Answer: - Option a 

Explanation: - washing machine has low cost Washer 

 

27) Which are types of Microwave oven? 

a) Solo  

b) Grill 

c) Convection 

d) All of the above 

Answer: - Option d 

Explanation: - Microwave oven All of the above 

 

28) Which type of microwave oven is expensive? 

a) Solo  

b) Grill 

c) Convection 

d) None of the above 

Answer: - Option c 

Explanation: - microwave oven is expensive Convection 
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29) …..… charge is given to toner in Photocopier 

a) Positive 

b) Negative 

c) Neutral 

d) None of the above  

Answer: - Option b 

Explanation: - Negative charge is given to toner in Photocopier 

 

30) A photocopy machine is an aluminum drum whose surface is coated with light sensitive material such 

as …………. 

a) Selenium 

b) Silicon 

c) Germanium 

d) Plastic 

Answer: - Option a 

Explanation: - A photocopy machine is an aluminum drum whose surface is coated with light sensitive material 

such as Selenium 

 

31 Semi automatic washing machine consist of 2 tubs one is wash tub and the other is  

 

A:-Spin tub 

 

B:-Agitator tub  

 

C:-Pulsator tub  

 

D:-Cleaning tub 

 

Answer:- Option-A 

 

Explanation: Semi automatic washing machine consist of 2 tubs one is wash tub and the other is spin tub 

 
 

32 Generally the HP of motor used in a washing machine is  

 

A:-0.1 to 0.15 HP 

 

B:-0.3 to 0.5 HP 

 

C:-1.0 to 3.0 HP 

 

D:-1.5 to 3.5 HP 

 

Answer:- Option-B 

 

Explanation: Generally the HP of motor used in a washing machine is 0.3 to 0.5 HP 

 
 

33 A microwave oven works on frequency  

 

A:-1.45GHz 

 

B:-2.45GHz  

 

C:-3.45GHz 

 

D:-1.5 - 3.5GHz 

 

Answer:- Option-B 

 

Explanation: A microwave oven works on microwave frequency and it is 2.45GHz  
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35 Which part of microwave oven generates microwaves 

 

A. a generator 

 

B. Magnetron 

 

C. Metal mesh 

 

D. Booster 

 

Answer: Option B 

 

Explanation: Magnetron generates microwaves in the prt of microwave oven 
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